Context. This article is devoted to the linear problem of the steady and unsteady flows of a viscous incompressible fluid. Objective. The purpose of this paper is to compare the previously developed methods of numerical analysis of the steady and unsteady flows of a viscous incompressible fluid.
ABBREVIATIONS

FDM is the Method of Finite Differences; FEM is the Method of Finite Elements; SIMPLE is the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equation;
SIMPLER is the SIMPLE Revised; RFM is the R-Functions Method. NOMENCLATURE x , y , z are variables of the Cartesian coordinate system; t is a time; Ξ is a space region, a cylinder; ∂Ξ is a boundary of Ξ ; Ω is a flow domain, a cross-section of Ξ by a plane perpendicular to the axis Oz ;
∂Ω is a boundary of a streamlined body; Ω is a closure of Ω ;
n is an outer normal to ∂Ω ; ρ is a density;
v is a field of fluid velocities, ( , , ) x ∇ is a gradient operator; 2 Δ is a biharmonic operator; Δ is a Laplace operator;
A is an operator, 
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will address the problem of developing methods for the numerical simulation of the steady and unsteady flows of incompressible fluids. Indeed, the mathematical investigation of flows is one of the most complex and demanded problems nowadays. It takes place in chemistry, geophysics, biology, energetic thermal power engineering etc.
Usually, the fluid is considered as viscous Newtonian incompressible medium. This assumption allows us to express these flows by the Navier-Stokes differential equations, the solution complexity of which is very high due to its non-linear part. Therefore, we have an exact solution only for some particular cases, which are not suitable for the simulations of real processes. That is why it is quite important to have the numerical methods to get an approximation function for this problem.
The purpose of this paper is to develop numerical methods of getting an approximate solution of the NavierStokes equations by means of the R-functions, Ritz (steady flows) and Galerkin (unsteady flows) methods. The main advantage of these methods is that the solution of a differential equation can be obtained in an analytical form. This benefit allows one to investigate the solution more precisely.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The unsteady creeping flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in the space region Ξ is described by the well-known linearized system of equations (Stokes linearization) in natural «velocity-pressure» variables [ 
The system of equations (1) should be supplemented with initial and boundary conditions:
The conditions under which the problem (1), (2) has a unique solution are stated in [2] .
Further let us consider plane-parallel flows, i.e. such ones for which the region Ξ is cylindrical along the axis Oz , and the boundary and initial conditions do not depend on z . For such flows, one can introduce the stream function ( , , ) x y t ψ = ψ by the formulas
Due to the introduction of the stream function we pass from the system (1) (suppose that the field F is potentially) to one fourth-order differential equation:
Based on the definition of the velocity vector v on [3] .
Then for unsteady plane-parallel creeping flow of a viscous incompressible fluid, we can set the following initial-boundary value problem:
The corresponding for (5)- (7) problem which describes stationary plane-parallel flows will have the form
2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE At present, the numerical mesh-based methods are widely used in different fields of science. Among them are methods of FDM [4, 5] and FEM [6] [7] [8] , SIMPLE and SIMPLER [9] etc. The main advantage of these methods is the simplicity of implementation. However, when moving to a new domain, it is necessary to generate again and adjust the calculated grid under the task.
The R-functions method [10] of V. L. Rvachev, the Academician of Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, allows satisfying the region's geometry precisely.
Lee Chern Earn and others [11] compared SIMPLE and SIMPLER algorithm in terms of their convergence rate, iteration number and computational time. They proved that SIMPLER algorithm is more efficient.
Gupta M. and Kalita J. [12] introduced a new methodology is based on a stream function-velocity formulation of the two-dimensional steady-state NavierStokes equations based on FDM. The main advantage of their formulation is that it avoids the difficulties associated with the computation of vorticity values.
Claeyssen J. [13] presented a velocity-pressure algorithm for incompressible viscous flow with a Neumann pressure boundary condition based on FDM. Simulations with the cavity problem were made for several Reynolds numbers.
Bognár G. and Csáti Z. focused on the numerical investigation of the Navier-Stokes equation applying a spectral method [14] . The correctness of the MATLAB program was tested on the lid-driven cavity flow problem.
Bettaibi S. and Sedik E. [15] presented a hybrid scheme with multiple relaxation time Lattice Boltzmann Method to obtain the velocity field while the temperature field is deduced from energy balance equation by using FDM. They considered a mixed convection heat transfer in two-dimensional lid driven rectangular cavity. The code has been validated for the classical lid-driven cavity. In addition Bettaibi S. and Sedik E. simulated the effect of Reynolds numbers on mixed convection fluid flow inside a lid-driven square cavity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Basic concepts of the R-functions method (RFM). The R-functions were introduced by V.L. Rvachev, the academician of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, in 1963 in his work [10] . Rvachev V.L. was able to notice among the functions of a continuous argument the existence of such functions (R-functions), which, in their properties, resemble the logic algebra functions. These functions form a set that has a non-empty intersection with a set of elementary functions, so that such operations as differentiation, integration, and other ones can be performed above the R-functions. Thus, each R-function was associated with a corresponding Boolean function, which further made it possible to use the developed apparatus for constructing the solution of the inverse problem of analytic geometry.
At the present time, a large number of R-functions systems were constructed [16] . In particular, the system 0 R has the form
Such Boolean functions as negation, disjunction and conjunction correspond to the R-functions (10) (are the companion functions for them).
It is known [16] , the inverse problem of analytic geometry consists in constructing for a given domain Ω such a function ω( , )
x y that, having the form of a single analytic expression, is zero on ∂Ω , is strictly greater than zero in Ω and negative outside Ω . Consider, for example, the construction of such a function for a rectangular region.
The rectangular region is bounded by lines
Let us introduce the supporting regions:
is horizontal band between straight lines 0 = y and = y b . Then it can be seen that the rectangular region has the form Substituting instead of 1 ∑ and 2 ∑ the left-hand sides of the inequalities defining them and 0 R -conjunction 0 ∧ instead of the conjunction ∧ , we obtain the function
The constructed function satisfies the following properties
In addition, due to the introduction of constant multipliers into the left-hand sides of the inequalities defining the support domains, the function (12) has the normalization property: at regular points of ∂Ω the equality 1 ∂ω = − ∂n holds.
Applicable to the solution of boundary and initialboundary value problems of mathematical physics, the Rfunctions method proposes to construct a so-called solution structure -a bundle of functions that depends on one or more indeterminate components, which for any choice of undefined components exactly satisfy all the boundary conditions of the problem. After constructing the solution structure, the indefinite component can be approximated accurately by some variational or projection method [17] . Thus, RFM is a mesh-free method, that allows to present an approximate solution of the problem in the form of a single analytical expression and accurately takes into account the geometry of the domain in which the task is considered.
The construction of the solution structure usually includes the stage of continuation of the boundary conditions inside the domain. For this, basically the following two approaches are used [17] .
Suppose that at points of ∂Ω the function 0 ϕ is given in the form Another approach is connected with the continuation of differential operators defined on ∂Ω inside the domain. Let 0 ω = be the normalized equation of the boundary ∂Ω of the domain Ω . Then the operator 1 D at regular points of ∂Ω satisfies the equality
. In addition, the expression 1 D u has a meaning everywhere in Ω . It is known [3; 17] that the boundary conditions (9) are satisfied by the bundle of functions
where
Method of numerical analysis of steady creeping flow. Using the solution structure (14) in the problem (8), (9) let us make the substitution
, u is a new unknown function. Then for the function u we will obtain a boundary value problem with homogeneous boundary conditions 
In addition, it follows from (14) and (15) 
Let us choose a complete in 2 
and discover an approximation of the indeterminate component Φ in the form
Then it follows from (19) that we seek the approximate solution of problem (16), (17) in the following form (22) where ( , ) (16), (17) .
Method of numerical analysis of unsteady creeping flow.
In the problem (5)- (7) let us also make the substitution of the form (15) and for the function u we obtain the initial problem with homogeneous boundary conditions 
The structure of the solution of the initial-boundary value problem (23)-(25) also has the form (19) , but since the problem is non-stationary, the approximation of the indeterminate component Φ in contrast to (20) is sought in the form
Hence, we seek the approximate solution of the problem (23)-(25) in the form
where 2 k k ϕ = ω τ are elements of coordinate sequence.
Then to find the functions 1 ( ) c t , …, ( ) N c t in (29) one can use the Galerkin method for non-stationary problems [20] , according to which these functions satisfy the system of differential equations obtained from the condition of the orthogonality of the residual
where ( , )
The initial conditions for the system (30) are obtained from the requirement of the orthogonality of the discrepancy
to the first N coordinate functions 1 ϕ , …, N ϕ :
The unique solvability of the Cauchy problem 4 EXPERIMENTS A computational experiment was carried out for three rectangles regions with various aspect ratios:
The undefined component in the solution structure (14) was approximated by an expression of the form 3 3 6 6 3 3 In the stationary problem (8), (9) , the boundary conditions were chosen in the form
which corresponds to the solid fixed walls of the cavity Ω and to the movement of the upper cover to the left with unit velocity.
In the non-stationary problem (5)- (7) where the function ( , ) x y ω is defined by (10) . For the pressure calculation, the following formula was used: Figure 1, 2 and 3 show the pressure contours of the obtained approximate solution for the rectangles 1
RESULTS
6 DISCUSSION For small Reynolds numbers ( 1 ν = corresponds to Re 1 = ), the flow is symmetrical and slow. It can be seen from the figures 1-3 that with the increasing of time from 1 to 10, the pressure in the cavity has become steady. The pressure contours for unsteady flow are the same as for unsteady one when 10 = t . The maximum pressure of the flow is located at the top left corner of the cavity, and the minimum pressure occurs at the top right corner of the cavity. This behavior corresponds to the fluid movement from right to left on the lid. The pressure is decreases at the lower part of the cavity.
Thus, the stream function is an intermediary between the Navier-Stokes equation and obtaining the various characteristics of flow: speed, pressure etc. Other numerical results are shown in [23] . CONCLUSIONS The solution methods for steady and unsteady flows in the driven cavity were further developed. These algorithms are based on Ritz or Galerkin method and the R-functions method, which allows satisfying the boundary conditions precisely. We compared steady and unsteady flow and it has been shown that unsteady flow becomes steady when the time increases. In addition, the various numerical experiments were carried out.
The scientific novelty of the research is the obtained methods do not change when the region is changed. The only thing one should do is to build a normalized boundary equation of a new flow domain. This benefit allows researches to get the solution faster and easier.
The practical significance is that the developed methods can be programmed easy and can be used for several practical applications. The only restriction is it must be possible to represent a boundary of flow domain by means of R-functions.
The prospects for further research are to investigate more complicated flow domains, for example, domains with inserts, to use other coordinate function with the aim of obtaining more precise solution and to reduce computation time with the help of parallel computing on CPU and GPU. к однородным, что является необходимым условием применимости методов Ритца и Галеркина. В стационарном случае задача сводится к решению системы линейных алгебраических уравнений, в нестационарном -системы обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнений. Элементами матриц являются скалярные произведения в нормах соответствующих дифференциальных операторов. Численное интегрирование выполнялось с помощью квадратурных формул Гаусса с 16 узлами, решение системы линейных алгебраических уравнений -методом Гаусса, системы обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнений -методом Рунге-Кутты с автоматическим выбором шага интегрирования. Доказано существование единственного решения поставленных задач.
Результаты. Вычислительный эксперимент проведен для задачи течения вязкой несжимаемой жидкости в различных прямоугольных областях. Приведены графики линий уровня давления и выполнен анализ полученных результатов, которые хорошо согласовываются с результатами, полученными другими авторами.
Выводы. Проведенные вычислительные эксперименты показали, что при увеличении времени функция тока, вектор скорости и другие характеристики течения выходят в стационар, что подтверждает работоспособность методов. В дальнейшем планируется сравнение методов решения нелинейных задач.
КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА: уравнение Навье-Стокса, стационарное течение, нестационарное течение, вязкая жидкость, функция тока, метод R-функций, метод последовательных приближений, метод Ритца, метод Галеркина.
